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Chapter 73 

Their mission was to assassinate a brutal warlord from Yerusia. 

Back then, the two had gotten into a massive fight over the warlord’s head. 

When reinforcements arrived, they used fighter aircraft to bomb the base nonstop. 

Nash had managed to escape, but Shawn was left behind in the sea of fire. 

He had not expected Shawn to have survived. 

“Number nine on the Blood Leaderboard!” 

“I’ll rank number nine once I kill you!” 

Shawn laughed coldly and tightened his grip on his blades before dashing toward Nash. 

Meanwhile, the other killers raced toward the warden. 

The scene exploded into chaos. 

Walter and Grant ducked beneath a table. 

Stellar and Henderson stayed by the warden’s sides to protect him. 

Nash got to his feet and dashed outward at the speed of lightning. 

All everyone could see were two black figures crashing into each other. 

Then, they heard the sound of metal clanking. 
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Thankfully, they had not murdered his mentor. 

He would have felt guilty for the rest of his life if that were the case. 

Joseph turned to Nash again and bowed to him. “I’m sorry for misunderstanding you just now!” 

Nash pretended not to hear him and returned to the warden’s side. 

A short while later, Olivia returned, wheeling a different wheelchair this time. 

The amiable-looking Mr. Lee was seated in the wheelchair. 

The warden hurried forth and took Mr. Lee’s hands as they exchanged pleasantries. 

However, Mr. Lee began wailing like a young child. 

Olivia approached her father and whispered, “Grandpa was stripped naked and stuffed into a closet. He 

must have been so frightened!” 

Joseph had a pained look on his face as he replied, “At least he’s alright… at least he’s alright!” 

“Then… should we proceed with the celebrations?” 

“Let’s proceed. Set off more firecrackers later!” 

Joseph headed toward his father after finishing his sentence. 



Meanwhile, Olivia headed toward the plaza to reassure the guests attending the celebration. 

Stellar walked over to Nash and asked quietly, “Are you alright?” 

Nash crossed his arms over his chest. “I won’t die!” 

Stellar said with trepidation, “Those killers were terrifying. I don’t even dare imagine what would have 

happened if you weren’t here…” 

Nash smiled slightly. “So, are you going to increase my pay?” 

 


